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number? 2+4=6 .

, {b) What do you understand bY dual
character of matter? Derive an
expression for ttre wavelength of matter

' waveb. 3+3=6

(c) What is the frequency and wave number
: associated with light of wavelength
I equal to 6000 A a 1tn SI units) 2*2=4

(d) Electrons are emitted with zero velocity
from a metal surface when it is exposed

' to radiations of )u = 6800 A. Calcrllate

threshold frequency. (In SI units) 4 i

2. (a) What are Fajan's rules? Explain your
, , ' ansiver with examples. 3+2=5

r. {b) Expfain with appropriate reasons wtry
I CSz is largely ionic while other halides

o t c;2* ioi * largely covalent. 2
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Distinguish between sigma and pi -

bonds.

Write a brief note on Born-Haber cycle'. ,.
Bxplain with reasons : CHo, NH. and
HzC molecules 'contain the sarne
number of electrons but their shapes
are different. 3

tfl Explain the foltroqdng on the basis of
molecular orbital theory : 2t/ti2=5

p The bond order h OZ is two while
that in N, it is three

{uJ Boron molecule is stable while
beryllium molecule is extremely
unstable.

3. (a) Derive van der Waals'equation of state.
What are the significance of van der
Waals' constants? 4+1=5

Derive the kinetic gas equation
PV = ! mnc2. Deduce from this the

Dalton s law of partial pressures. 5+2=7

Calculate the RMS velocigr oi chlorine
molecules at L2 "C and 78 cm pressure- 4

(d) tfr/rite notes on :

g Collision Number

{ul Critical Constants
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Distinguish between t}e following : 2x3=6
(t) Open system and Closed system
(i4 State function and path function
/iir/ Extenoive and Intensive properties

Show that for an ideal gas under-
going adiabatic reversible change
Nr = constant. 5

State second law of thermod5mamics in
terms of entropy. One mole of an ideal
gas expands isothermally at 30O K till
its volurne becomes 10 tiines the
original volume. Calculate the entropv
ghange for the system, surroundingl I
and universe i{ the expansion oicur" u

*

(b)

{c)

reversibly.

(d) Prove ttrat

LH2 =na, +ff a Cp dT

2+2=4
!

J

where the terms have thet usual
significances. 5

5. (a) What is Joule-ThomsoR effect? Derive
an oqpression for Joule_Thomson
coefficient for an ideal gas. 2+4-6
What are t}le effects of pressure and
temperature on Gibbs energr? Deduce
appropriate relations. 6
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(c) State and explain Hess,s law of constant
heat surnmation. Define /ri enthalpy of
neutralization and (iE enthalpy of
combustion. 4+2+2:B

{a) Define : the terms-viscosit5r and
coefficient of viscosifr of a liquid.
Explain how the viscosity of a liquid
depends on (q temperature,
fr/ molecular size and (ial molecular
shape. ' 2+3:5

(bi How do yori differentiate among gases,
liquids and solids in terms of kinetic
molecular theory? 5

{c) Describe a method to measure surface
tensiogr of a iiquid in the chemical
laboratory - 4

{d) Write short notes on : 3x2=6
0 Liquefaction of gases
(i4 Liquid crystirls

..::
7. (a) State arrd explain . the ldw of mass

action. How would you apply it for
obtaining the expression for equilibrium
constant of a reversible reaction? 2+2+4=8

(b) What is meant by dynapic chemical
equilibrium? 2

(c) Establish the relation between ko and
k. of a reversible reaction - 4
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The equilibriurn constant of the reaction
NzO+ = 2NOz at 497 "C is found to be

636. If the pressur€ of the gas mbrh:re
is 182 mm, calculate the Percentage
dissociation of N2O4. At what presflre
will it be halF dissociated? 3+3=6

8. (a) Describe an exlrerimental method for
the determination of osmotic pressure of
solutions and show how this may be

used to determine the molecular weight
of a substance. 4+2=6

E>rplain'clearly the principle underlying .

the determination of the molecular
weight of a non-volatile solute 

"in

aqueous solution by the boiling point '

method. Describe the apparatus used in
thi" method and indicate the
precautions to be taken to ensure
accuracy br'measurement. , 3+3+2=8

1O'4 mg of a substance added to O'5 gm
of Camphor {MP: 178 "C} melts at
L69'7 "C,'calculate its molesular weight. 3

Calculate the osmotic pressure of a
decinormal (JV/ 10) solution of cane
sugar at O "C.

Explain the terrrs ?ate constant', brder
of a reaction' and tnolecularity of a
r€action'.
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(b) Derive an o<pression for thb rate. -.
constant of a fust-order'reaction. Give t
two examples for first-order reaction.

i 4+2L6 ' *
(c) Write'in brief on the following : f,+3+2:S

' (i) The Activation Enerry
(it) Acid-Base Catalysis
(iii) Cornpiex Reaciion

tO. '(a) Wtrat is the'difference between physical 
,

',"' ,' adsorption and chemisorption? Explain
with suitable examPles. 2+2=4

a

{b/ , Give ttre meaning of the terms
Dispersed phase' and DisPersion g I
medium' with reference to colloidal
systems. Apply these terms to the 

.,

systems-Aerosof Emulsion, Smoke,
Sot. Give one example of each t5rpe.

' 2+)+)=$ ':

(c) Write brief notes on : 3+$+"4=19

0 Lyophilic an* Lyophobic colloids

(it) Dialysis

{iizl Brownian movement

***
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